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My artwork derives from a project to delineate the transformations certain types of harmonic musical scales undergo as the sizes of their generating intervals vary over the space of the octave. For example, the C Major scale of Western music consists of three major triads on the first (C), fourth (F) and fifth (G) degrees and minor triads on E, A, and in some tunings also D. In this visually striking plot, the blue regions are those in which the transformed scale as defined above has three values for each interval class. That means that there are three sizes of 2nds, three sizes of 3rds, etc. for each of the interval classes. Furthermore, the blue regions correspond to the regions in the first plot where the triads of the transformed scale have constant melodic structures---two thirds (a major and a minor), two fourths, etc. The red zones are transformed tunings without this melodic constancy and presumably would be less useful in composition. This plot is at lower resolution to better show the fine structure and has the coordinates added. This plot depicts the number of differences between the intervals at each point in the D x M space.
